WHY HAVING A GOOD EDUCATION IS AN ADVANTAGE

STUDENT: THIS ADVERTISING WILL HELP SELL THE PAPER AND WHEN I TELL THE ED, HE'LL GIVE ME ONE FOR NOTHING. BUT IF YOU HAD MY HEAD THEY'D SOON MAKE YOU PRESIDENT.

SHORTY SAM: DIS POSTER WID WOT'S OVER IT FIXES IT SO HUN HAVE FUN WID DE PASSERS. AN EVEN UP WID DE DAGO FER MAKIN' ME CHACE MESELF FROM HIS STAN JES' NOW.

JOSH JELLISON: TEC ONE? BY GUM, GUESS I WIL. I'VE WHAT I BEEN WANTIN' FUNNY HOW THOSE ITALY FELLERS SPELL TAKE, THOUGH. ALLUS SPELLED IT TALK UPopup.

MALISTER: TEC ONE IS IT? BEGORRA THERES NOTHING I WUD'D'TECK, UNLESS IT'S BACK TALK.

LUNG LUNG: MUSTEE BE LICH ITALIAN, NO NEEDEE SELL EE FLUTE, ALLEE SAMEE TLU MELLICAN GEE BREE.

SCHMIDT: PY CHIMNEY! DIS IS VOT'S LEE HABEN PIG LUG DINKS ME SO.

JACKSON: ALL DIS FAW NUTTIN' GOLLY. MUST BE A DREAM.

NEXT MORNING.